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Abstract

The cloud processing scheme APOLLO (Avhrr Processing scheme Over cLouds, Land
and Ocean) has been in use for cloud detection and cloud property retrieval since the
late 1980s. The physics of the APOLLO scheme still build the backbone of a range of
cloud detection algorithms for AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer)5

heritage instruments. The APOLLO_NG (APOLLO_NextGeneration) cloud processing
scheme is a probabilistic interpretation of the original APOLLO method. While building
upon the physical principles having served well in the original APOLLO a couple of
additional variables have been introduced in APOLLO_NG. Cloud detection is not per-
formed as a binary yes/no decision based on these physical principals but is expressed10

as cloud probability for each satellite pixel. Consequently the outcome of the algorithm
can be tuned from clear confident to cloud confident depending on the purpose. The
probabilistic approach allows to retrieving not only the cloud properties (optical depth,
effective radius, cloud top temperature and cloud water path) but also their uncertain-
ties. APOLLO_NG is designed as a standalone cloud retrieval method robust enough15

for operational near-realtime use and for the application with large amounts of histori-
cal satellite data. Thus the radiative transfer solution is approximated by the same two
stream approach which also had been used for the original APOLLO. This allows the
algorithm to be robust enough for being applied to a wide range of sensors without
the necessity of sensor-specific tuning. Moreover it allows for online calculation of the20

radiative transfer (i.e. within the retrieval algorithm) giving rise to a detailed probabilis-
tic treatment of cloud variables. This study presents the algorithm for cloud detection
and cloud property retrieval together with the physical principles from the APOLLO
legacy it is based on. Furthermore a couple of example results from on NOAA-18 are
presented.25
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1 Introduction

The cloud analysis tool APOLLO (Avhrr Processing Over cLouds, Land and Ocean)
has been in use at DLR for more than 25 years now. It has been developed for cloud
detection from Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) observations
(Saunders and Kriebel, 1988) and has been expanded (e.g. Gesell et al., 1989) and5

updated (Kriebel et al., 2003) on several occasions. The AVHRR cloud detection with
APOLLO also has been evaluated a couple of times (Kriebel et al., 2003; Meerkötter
et al., 2004). Also in a wide range of other applications APOLLO has been used in
adaptations to different satellite sensors. With observations of the (Advanced) Along-
Track Scanning Radiometer ((A)ATSR) it has been used as cloud screening method10

for aerosol retrievals (Holzer-Popp et al., 2002) and with Spinning Enhanced Visible
and InfraRed Imager (SEVIRI) observations for cloud screening as input to an infrared
desert dust index (Klüser and Schepanski, 2009). Especially for the use with AATSR
it also has undergone another sensor-specific update round dedicated to the needs of
cloud screening for aerosol retrieval purposes (Holzer-Popp et al., 2008). It has been15

used in dedicated experiments within the aerosol project (Aerosol_cci) of the Climate
Change Initiative (CCI) of the European Space Agency (ESA). Moreover APOLLO input
has been used to address solar radiation issues (Schroedter-Homscheidt et al., 2013).
It has furthermore been attempted to investigate the impact of desert dust aerosol
on cloud properties from APOLLO data and collocated aerosol retrievals (Klüser and20

Holzer-Popp, 2010).
During all these years of research with use of APOLLO a couple of limitations have

been identified (e.g. Klüser and Holzer-Popp, 2010) and different versions of the algo-
rithms evolved (e.g. Kriebel et al., 2003; Holzer-Popp et al., 2008; Klüser and Schep-
anski, 2009; Klüser and Holzer-Popp, 2010), which made it desirable to initiate another25

major update of the method and to harmonise the sensor dependent versions again.
Besides obviously necessary updates like the introduction of a cloud droplet effec-
tive radius retrieval along the optical depth estimation (Nakajima and King, 1990) and
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the use of modern representations of ice cloud optical properties (Baum et al., 2014)
especially the analyses conducted within the CCI experiments indicated the need for
rethinking the cloud detection approach (Holzer-Popp et al., 2013).

As a direct consequence a new probabilistic cloud detection scheme has been de-
veloped from the basis of the APOLLO physics. One major goal of the next generation5

method is to be applicable with any satellite sensor, as long as the instrument pro-
vides the traditional five AVHRR channels (six as the change from 3.9 to 1.6 µm is
incorporated), consequently also the new scheme does not use additional channels
(like those centered at 8.7 µm or 13.4 µm) which are available on instruments such
as SEVIRI or the new Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer Suite (VIIRS) onboard the10

recently launched Suomi satellite. The probabilistic scheme still relies on the same
physical assumptions, tests and metrics as the original APOLLO scheme. The scheme
is specifically designed to be applied to the full AVHRR series, which lacks the infor-
mation of such additional channels. Consequently we feel it is justified to still call the
method APOLLO; but, as mathematically there has been a major step forward, the15

scheme will be called APOLLO_NextGeneration (or APOLLO_NG throughout this arti-
cle). Moreover the AVHRR channel terminology is used, i.e. channel numbering from 1
to 5 with channel 1 referring to a red channel centered at 0.6 µm and channel 5 referring
to an IR channel centered at 12 µm (see Kriebel et al., 2003).

Section 2 introduces the APOLLO_NG cloud detection algorithm based on APOLLO20

heritage and probabilistic principles. Section 3 deals with the detection of snow and its
discrimination from clouds while Sect. 4 describes the retrieval of physical cloud prop-
erties subsequent to the cloud detection. It is followed by some examples in Sect. 5,
a discussion of the algorithms and corresponding results in Sect. 6 and a concluding
summary in Sect. 7.25
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2 Probabilistic cloud detection

2.1 Algorithm heritage

The original APOLLO cloud detection is based on five consecutive threshold tests,
for which the thresholds are determined dynamically from the analyzed scene. Two of
these tests are run twice with updated information. The succession of the respective5

tests feeds into a bit-adding scheme giving different weights to the different tests. Any
observed AVHRR pixel is said to be cloud-contaminated or fully cloudy, if a sufficiently
large number of bits are added (see Saunders and Kriebel, 1988; Kriebel et al., 2003).

The new APOLLO_NG cloud detection scheme is based on the same physical princi-
ples and thus channels respective channel combinations. But, instead of binary yes/no10

information gained from “simple” threshold tests, the distance from the respective
threshold is used as an estimate of the likelihood of cloud presence in the observation.
A Bayesian probability update scheme then uses the cloud probability (interpreted as
confidence in observing a cloud) from the respective cloud test for updating the overall
cloud probability. Although it seems not to be straightforward at first to interpret the15

distance of the observation from some threshold as a probability, it can be argued that
a binary threshold testing scheme does exactly the same (see Fig. 1). Threshold meth-
ods assume, if an observed value is greater (respective lower) than that threshold, it
is “definitely” cloudy or cloud free (depending on the threshold and the physical ratio-
nale). Thus it assigns a cloud probability of either 0 or 1 without allowing for fractional20

probabilities. That element then is introduced by weighting the binary 0/1 information in
bit-adding schemes (see e.g. Kriebel et al., 2003 for details). Consequently the prob-
abilistic extension just uses a mathematical treatment which on the one side is more
flexible (allowing all probabilities between 0 and 1) and on the other hand stricter in
the mathematical interpretation (propagating the determined probability in a clearly25

prescribed statistical way to the final cloud probability instead of assigning different
weights to binary information).
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After having obtained an estimate of the cloud probability, the cloud affected pixels
(over land) undergo a snow detection test in the legacy of the Gesell et al. (1989)
method. As before, instead of performing binary snow detection (yes/no decision),
a snow probability is calculated which is based on a Bayesian treatment of different
threshold-distance based snow presence estimators.5

At night, only three infrared channels can be used due to the lack of sunlight and thus
reflected radiation in the shortwave channels (Saunders and Kriebel, 1988; Kriebel
et al., 2003). Consequently a different probabilistic cloud detection scheme is used for
conditions without solar illumination.

The minimum value of cloud probability Pcld for assigning an observation to the cloud10

mask can be set differently. Thus the APOLLO_NG cloud detection can be tuned from
clear sky confident (i.e. having low clear sky misclassification rate) to cloud confident
(low cloud misclassification rate) as can be seen from Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the flowchart of the APOLLO_NG cloud detection and the decision
tree for cloud property retrieval. The major contrast to the traditional APOLLO scheme15

is that the different cloud tests are stored as individual information and then are prop-
agated to the total cloud probability instead of using a consecutive bit-adding method
for cloud detection.

2.2 Cloud probability, Bayesian probability propagation and probabilistic
information content20

Probabilistic cloud detection aims at evaluating the probability of cloud occurrence in
a given observation x. Observations in this sense can be any observed property like
one-channel reflectance or brightness temperature, brightness temperature difference
or reflectance ratios (see for example Kriebel et al., 2003; or Frey et al., 2008, for
overviews of observations used for cloud detection). For any observation an interval25

between values with a very high confidence for representing cloud free background
conditions (xbg) and values with a very high confidence for representing cloud obser-
vations (xcld) is defined. Figure 1 shows a schematic plot of the confidence interval
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concept. xbg and xcld can be either predefined, potentially depending on some other
observation y , or they are determined from the satellite observations themselves, e.g.
by averaging over larger observation windows. The cloud probability for each cloud test
then follows the linear metric

Ptest =
x−xbg

xcld −xbg
. (1)5

It can be assumed that any observation can be approximated by piecewise linearization
around a traditional cloud mask threshold xbinary (which represents a confidence level of
0.5 in probabilistic terms). Thus xcld and xbg must be selected to meet this assumption
realistically, i.e. the interval [xbg,xcld] must not be too large for the character of given
observation x.10

Bayesian statistics is used to propagate cloud likelihood information within different
tests to aggregate the information gained from the different inputs, but it is not used for
propagating cloud likelihood between tests as they are sensitive to very different cloud
types.

Generally the theorem of Bayes states that the likelihood of one event can be cal-15

culated from the likelihood of all possible events and is traditionally used for updating
probability information for very different purposes (e.g. Rodgers, 1998; MacKay, 2003).

The version of Bayes theorem most often used in retrieval theory is

P (x|y) =
P (y |x) · P (x)

P (y)
(2)

where P (x) is the a priori probability of the information to be retrieved, P (y) is the20

evidence of the information from the observation, P (y |x) is the likelihood of observation
y given the value of x and P (x|y) is the desired probability of the value for x given the
evidence P (y).

In the framework of cloud detection, one can assume that the evidence carry-
ing signal is a binary symmetric channel, i.e. P (¬y) = 1− P (y). This assumption be-25

comes important when updating a probability. In this case, furthermore using P (y) =
4419
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P (y |x)P (x)+P (y |¬x)P (¬x), the updated probability of x under the new evidence y be-
comes (MacKay, 2004)

P (x|y) =
P (x) · P (y |x)

(1− P (x)) · (1− P (y |x))+ P (x) · P (y |x)
(3)

which is more convenient for the purpose of cloud detection than Eq. (2).
As the information in all above described cloud tests is complementary, Eq. (3) is5

used for probability propagation if the respective likelihood P (y |x) given by a cloud
test is non-zero (i.e. P (y |x) > 0). If P (y |x) = 0, P (x|y) remains unaffected by P (y |x) as
otherwise P (x|y) would be zero as soon as one single test fails to detect the cloud.
This would severely violate the physical concepts behind the original formulation of the
APOLLO scheme.10

The thus determined Pcld [= P (x|y)] describes the aggregated probability that an ob-
servation is cloud contaminated. It is obtained by consecutive likelihood updates de-
scribed. Consequently it can be used for cloud masking based on the desired confi-
dence in either clear sky or cloudy pixel detection (see also discussion in Holzer-Popp
et al., 2013). It has to be clearly pointed out that Pcld > 0 does not intuitively tell anything15

about cloud properties.
In order to learn about the reliability of the cloud detection the cloud probabilities

(those of the five different cloud tests outlined above) can be used as input to an
assessment of Shannon’s information content Hinf (Shannon and Weaver, 1949; Kol-
mogorov, 1968; Rodgers, 2000; MacKay, 2004). Therefore the probabilities for cloud20

observation have to be interpreted as independent signals (messages in the words of
Shannon and Weaver, 1949). Five signals about the cloud state build the basis for the
information content: PIGT, PSCT, PDVT, PR21, PT45. In Shannon and Weaver (1949) the
mathematical formulation of the information content requires that none of the probabil-
ities equals 0 and also none equals one. Consequently every Px = 0 would be set to25

0.01 and every Px = 1 would be set to 0.99 for the purpose of calculating Hinf.
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Shannon and Weaver (1949) moreover outline, that it is required that the pieces of
information (what they call “messages”) form a set of probabilities, (i.e. with their sum
being equal to 1), requiring normalization of the initially obtained cloud test probabili-
ties. The information content of the cloud detection algorithm then simply is

Hinf = −
5∑
j=1

Pj · log2(Pj ) (4)5

The probabilistic information content concept of Kolmogorov (1968) expands the view
of Shannon and Weaver (1949) with respect to of Bayesian probability theory. Assum-
ing that a priori information (i.e. information independent of the aforementioned cloud
tests) is zero, Eq. (4) emerges from the considerations of Kolmogorov (1968) without
the necessity of normalizing the cloud probabilities Pj . This is used as definition of10

cloud information content Hinf throughout this article.
It is intuitive from the very name of Hinf, that the magnitude of Hinf is related to the in-

formation carried by the vector of cloud probabilities. In the case of cloud detection the
word information can be interpreted in the most obvious way: high information content
signifies that the different probabilistic cloud tests agree quite well. This is a direct con-15

sequence of the definition of information content. Assume that the probabilities would
highly disagree. Then including one of the tests with rather low probability thus would
not add any new information to the knowledge about the cloudiness. In the sense of
Shannon and Weaver (1949) all information about the cloud contamination would al-
ready be known by having the information of one or two tests. On the other hand, having20

similar probabilities in all tests each of it adds very valuable information in the meaning
of additional knowledge. Thus the resulting high information content indicates that all
cloud tests contribute to the knowledge about the cloud presence and the confidence
increases that the pixel is really cloud contaminated. Consequently, high Hinf relates to
a more homogenous distribution of the probabilities while low Hinf indicates the signif-25

icance of merely a single test for cloud detection. The more tests indicate cloudy (or
cloud free) conditions, the higher the confidence in the cloud detection. On the other
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hand the original APOLLO was built in such a way that a single cloud test was able to
classify an observation as cloudy. Consequently Hinf can be used as a quick reference
to the quality, i.e. reliability, of the cloud detection. Together with Pcld it thus may be
used to tune the output towards a more “clear confident” cloud mask or a more “cloud
confident” cloud mask, depending on the purpose of the product.5

2.3 Probabilistic cloud detection tests

2.3.1 Infrared Gross Temperature (IGT)

Thick or cold-topped clouds can easily be detected in infrared satellite imagery by their
low brightness temperatures (e.g. Shenk and Curran, 1974; Rosenfeld and Lensky,
1998; Frey et al., 2008). The Infrared Gross temperature test (IGT) of the original10

APOLLO makes use of the deviation between observed cloudy brightness tempera-
ture in one of the split window channels and the background temperature representing
the surface. In order to evaluate the brightness temperature distance from the most
likely cloud contaminated brightness temperature, a 67×67 (±32 pixels) pixels box
around the respective observations is evaluated. Kriebel et al. (2003) argue that over15

ocean surfaces a reflectance ratio for the channels 1 and 2 (centered at 0.6 and 0.9 µm
respectively, slightly depending on the sensor) which is lower than 0.7 indicates mainly
cloud free conditions.

Frey et al. (2008) use channel 2 reflectance to identify cloud free pixels with different
confidence levels (see different thresholds over ocean, non-arid land and semi-arid or20

arid land in Frey et al., 2008, Table 2).
The channel 2 reflectance thresholds of Frey et al. (2008) with high confidence are

used to filter all brightness temperatures in channel 5 (T5, centered around 12 µm)
in the 67×67 pixel window and to determine the average brightness temperature of
these most likely cloud-free data. Given the case no sufficiently dark pixels are found25

over ocean, then the respective reflectance ratio threshold is used and only pixels with
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smaller values then a high confidence threshold (Table 2 in Frey et al., 2008) are taken
into account (this is identical to the approach of Kriebel et al., 2003).

If the 67×67 pixel window does not yield a valid background brightness temperature
Tbg, e.g. due to an insufficient number of pixels passing the reflectance ratio filter, the
window is expanded to a size of 257×257 pixels. Also the average brightness temper-5

ature threshold for cloud likelihood estimation (Tmin) of the running window is estimated
likewise with setting a channel 2 reflectance bound sufficiently high for approximating
Tmin by the maximum temperature of these supposedly cloudy pixels. That means in
fact that each observation having channel 5 temperature colder than Tmin is assumed
to be cloud.10

The aforementioned approach can be understood as clustering the data into confi-
dent cloud free and supposedly cloudy data and subsequent cluster-averaging. In order
to speed up the procedure, Tbg and Tmin are only calculated for 1 in 8 pixels and linearly
interpolated in between (assuming steady and slowly varying background and cloud
field temperature conditions, see e.g. Kriebel et al., 2003)15

PIGT =
Tbg − T5

Tbg − Tmin
(5)

If T5 ≤ 233.15 K and Tbg ≤ 233.15 K (homogeneous freezing threshold, Pavolonis and
Heidinger, 2004) it can be assumed that the target is a synoptic scale convective sys-
tem, when also R1 ≥ 0.4. Then PIGT is set to 0.95 without evaluating eq. (%) as in large
scale synoptic systems it may be extremely difficult to find the appropriate background20

temperature Tbg.

2.3.2 Spatial Coherence Test (SCT)

Clouds typically deviate from surface observations by being brighter and colder (e.g.
Shenk and Curran, 1974; Rosenfeld and Lensky, 1998). The original spatial coherence
test was used to examine regions with high variability in either reflectance or brightness25
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temperature (see Kriebel et al., 2003). In the APOLLO_NG algorithm the spatial coher-
ence is evaluated consecutively in temperature and reflectance data at day and only in
temperature data at night. It starts with evaluating the 3×3 pixel SD of the brightness
temperature field (σT5

) and of the channel 2 reflectance field (σR2
). Of course the above

explained approach can only be followed if the whole running window is either ocean5

or land, i.e. coastal pixels are discarded in the SCT likelihood. Moreover over land it is
only applied when PIGT > 0.

Applying Eq. (3) the respective SCT cloud probability PSCT is then evaluated as

PSCT =
σT5
·σR2

(0.2 · [1−σT5
] · [1−σR2

/0.2]+σT5
·σR2

)
(6)

with cloud likelihood normalization parameters of 1.0 K respective 0.2 for the SD of10

T5 and R2 (adapted from Kriebel et al., 2003). Physically that means, the higher the
SD (the more variable the reflectance respective temperature field), the higher is the
likelihood that the window is cloud affected and is mostly sensitive to broken or inho-
mogeneous cloud fields within the observation window.

2.3.3 Dynamic Visible Test (DVT)15

Clouds can be identified as bright reflecting objects in satellite images (e.g. Shenk
and Curran, 1974) Many different approaches have been identified to use reflectance
thresholds for cloud discrimination (examples listed in e.g. Nakajima and Kaufman,
1993; Frey et al., 2008; Klüser et al., 2008). The dynamic visible daytime scheme in
the original APOLLO uses dynamic thresholds based on channel 2 (over ocean) or20

channel 1 (over land) reflectance histograms for cloud identification. The approach is
analogous to the IGT approach, but the scaling is performed with minimum cloudy and
maximum clear sky reflectance for given confidence levels (again from Frey et al., 2008)
of the moving window instead of minimum brightness temperature. Consequently the
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DVT cloud likelihood is formulated as

PDVT =
R1,2 −Rbg

Rbg −Rmax
(7)

and Rbg and Rmax are again evaluated for land and ocean separately. Applying only
Eq. (7) with the cluster-based background and maximum reflectance values would re-
sult in high cloud probabilities over various land surfaces such as deserts or other bright5

surfaces. Thus the cloud probability is updated with Eq. (3) by using a priori background
values for arid and non-arid land surfaces depending on the observed scenery. Follow-
ing Frey et al. (2008) land surfaces are distinguished between arid and non-arid (i.e.
vegetated) by the minimum channel 1 reflectance in the running window. If the mini-
mum reflectance falls below the clear sky value (high confidence) for non-arid land or10

the brightness temperature of the background is lower than 285 K, the filtering uses
the non-arid values and the arid boundary thresholds are used otherwise. Any resid-
ual misinterpretation of desert surface properties for cloud probability is excluded by
flagging all pixels having nonnegative PDVT, being warmer than 278 K, darker than 0.6
and having negative split window brightness temperature difference of T4−T5 (see e.g.15

Klüser and Schepanski, 2009, on the use of brightness temperature difference over
deserts). Also very warm pixels (T5 > 290 K) for which the reflectance ratio test (see
2.6) yields zero probability are discarded over land (see also discussion on warm top
clouds in Holzer-Popp et al., 2008). For these desert pixels PDVT is set back to 0.

Over water bodies the DVT test is also sensitive to sunglint, i.e. direct reflection of20

sunlight at the water surface. In former versions of APOLLO the DVT has not been
applied within the area potentially affected by sunglint, which can be determined from
theoretical considerations (Saunders and Kriebel, 1988). The test, if a pixel is sunglint
or not, can also be evaluated from the observations and feeding back into the DVT
cloud probability. Once an observation is within the sunglint area and IGT and SCT do25

not indicate high cloud likelihood (i.e. PIGT < 0.5 and PSCT < 0.5) the DVT probability is
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assumed to merely represent sunglint, if the magnitude of the deviation of T2 from the
3×3 pixel mean exceeds 0.125 K (Kriebel et al., 2003).

2.3.4 Shortwave reflectance ratio (R21)

Due to the typical optical properties of clouds as well as land and water surfaces,
the ratio of shortwave reflectance (i.e. between the AVHRR channels 2 and 1 cen-5

tered around 0.9 and 0.6 µm respectively) provides information about the likelihood of
clouds compared to open water bodies or land surfaces (see also the filtering in the
IGT thresholds). Clouds usually occupy reflectance ratios between 0.7 and 1.3 (Kriebel
et al., 2003). The peak of the reflectance ratio histogram in the moving window is de-
termined according to the description by Saunders and Kriebel (1988). The distance10

of the actual observation from the peak is used to calculate PR21, if it is smaller than
0.2 (widens the original threshold of Saunders and Kriebel (1988), in order to allow for
a wider range of probabilities):

PR21 =
|(R2/R1)− (R2/R1)peak|

0.2
(8)

In contrast to Kriebel et al. (2003) the reflectance ratio is used for cloud probability15

not only over water bodies, but also over land (requiring that T5 < 285 and T4 − T5 > 0
in order to exclude warm desert surfaces). If the conditions for potential sunglint are
met (see above), R21 is interpreted as contribution to the sunglint probability instead of
using it for determining cloud probability (in perfect analogy to the approach for DVT).

2.3.5 Brightness temperature difference (T45)20

The test for thin clouds and cirrus is one of the most important for a couple of appli-
cations (e.g. Holzer-Popp et al., 2013). Thin clouds can be detected by their differen-
tial influence on brightness temperatures at 11 and 12 µm (the so called split window
channels) due to slopes in the complex refractive index of water and ice in that spec-
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tral region (e.g. Warren, 1984). Especially for cirrus clouds the extinction efficiency is
much lower at 11 than at 12 µm (Yang et al., 2005). The Brightness Temperature Dif-
ference (BTD) of AVHRR channels 4 and 5 is used frequently for cirrus detection and
visualization (e.g. Rosenfeld and Lenksy, 1998; Frey et al., 2008).

The thresholds for thin cloud detection vary with observed channel 4 brightness tem-5

perature as well as with the cosine of the viewing zenith angle Θv (Saunders and
Kriebel, 1988). In order to determine the cirrus probability from the T45 test as out-
lined in Kriebel et al. (2003) the BTD thresholds are evaluated for a range of conditions
enveloping the actual conditions (namely, T4 and cos(Θv)). From these envelope con-
ditions the minimum and maximum BTD (named BTDmin and BTDmax, respectively) are10

determined and the thin cloud probability is evaluated as for the other tests:

PT45 =
BTD−BTDmin

BTDmax −BTDmin
(9)

2.3.6 Additional nighttime probability estimates (T43 and T35)

At night the channels 1 and 2 cannot be exploited for cloud detection, as no reflected
sunlight is available. Nevertheless the channel 3 of AVHRR is available at night for all15

three AVHRR series. For some of the AVHRR instruments the channel 3 is perma-
nently centered at 3.7 µm while for others (e.g. AVHRR/3 on the Metop satellite) the
channel 3 mode is switched between 1.6 µm at day and 3.7 µm at night. Instruments
such as SEVIRI, AATSR or VIIRS operate as well 1.6 as 3.7 respective 3.9 µm channels
permanently, so for these instruments the 3.7 respective 3.9 µm brightness tempera-20

ture is used as additional input at night. Following Kriebel et al. (2003) the brightness
temperature differences between channel 4 and channel 3 and between channel 3 and
channel 5 are exploited during night (T43 respective T35). The lower and upper bound-
aries (BTDmin respective BTDmax in Eq. 9) of the probability estimation interval are 0.5
and 1.5 K in the first and 3 and 5 K in the latter (1 K respective 2 K confidence interval25

around the thresholds used in Kriebel et al., 2003).
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3 Snow discrimination

The a posteriori snow detection (i.e. detection of falsely identified clouds in the case
of snow cover) follows the same approach as the cloud detection scheme. That is,
the binary thresholds in Kriebel et al. (2003), originating from Gesell (1989), are ex-
panded by the methodology explained above in order to yield a snow contamination5

probability. The snow discrimination is only applied over land and for observations with
258K ≤ T5 ≤ 278 K. Also Θs < 85◦, PT45= 0 and PDVT > 0 are necessary prerequisites
for successful snow detection (that means, the pixel must be sunlit, must not be cirrus
contaminated and the dynamic visible reflectance test must indicate cloud). Then the
snow detection is performed applying Eq. (7) to the channel 3 reflectance R3 with the10

thresholds Rbg = 0.1 and Rmax = 0.03 (which only becomes positive when R3 < Rbg) in
the case of channel 3 being centered at 3.7 µm. Otherwise, i.e. channel 3 center wave-
length of 1.6 µm, Rbg = 0.15 and Rmax = 0.06. The snow probability is updated once
again by using the reflectance ratio between channels 1 and 3 with the confidence
interval boundaries Rbg = 20, Rmax = 15 for the 3.7 µm channel respective Rbg = 6.67,15

Rmax = 5 for the 1.6 µm channel.

4 Cloud property retrieval

4.1 Optical depth and effective radius

The mathematics of cloud property retrieval in the original APOLLO follow the approach
outlined in Stephens (1978). The general approach and the mathematical treatment20

have widely been conserved, but a couple of improvements and innovations have gone
into the realization of the cloud properties retrieval. Moreover also for cloud properties
a probabilistic treatment has been implemented in APOLLO_NG. While in Stephens
(1978) absorption was used only for angular correction of the red channel reflectance,
now the contrast between one non-absorbing and one absorbing channel (“absorb-25
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ing” here means that cloud droplets absorb at the respective wavelengths) is used for
inferring optical depth and effective radius (Stephens, 1984; Nakajima and King, 1990).

As inherited from the original APOLLO it is assumed that the solution of the radiative
transfer problem used in traditional schemes does a reasonably good job for AVHRR.
In fact the signal-to-noise ratio as well as the broad spectral response functions of the5

solar bands of AVHRR (together with the calibration) suggest that using a two stream
approximation including above-cloud water vapour absorption in the case of an 3.7 µm
NIR channel will provide reasonably good results. In APOLLO_NG the two stream
solution of the radiative transfer problem as described in Coakley and Chylek (1975)
is used for the non-absorbing and the absorbing channel. This scheme is identical to10

the scheme used for the original APOLLO cloud property retrieval (Kriebel et al., 1989)
and thus truly complies with the APOLLO legacy.

The two stream approach used in APOLLO_NG offers the potential to calculate re-
flectance online at reasonable high performance. This gives the strong advantage that
the method becomes independent of sensor-specific radiance lookup tables and tuning15

factors (as long as the channel specific cloud single scattering albedo and asymmetry
parameter are provided, both essential inputs to the two stream approximation). The
second big advantage is that the calculations can be performed for a range of optical
depths and effective radii, so that the probabilistic potential can be fully exploited.

Figure 3 exemplarily shows the simulated reflectance in the absorbing and non-20

absorbing channels of AVHRR for a solar zenith angle of 10◦ and different pairs of
effective radius and optical depth. The red curves connect calculation results with con-
stant effective radius. The black curves indicate constant optical depth, which is mostly
related to the reflectance of the non-absorbing channel (Stephens et al., 1984; Naka-
jima and King, 1990). Orthogonality in the red and black curves would correspond to25

the possibility of retrieving optical depth and effective radius independently, as is more
or less the case for very high optical depths. At lower optical depth the sensitivity to ef-
fective radius changes decreases and as a result the uncertainty in retrieved effective
radius will become much higher.
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For the 3.7 µm channel of AVHRR under daylight conditions it is essential to cor-
rect for the thermal emission in order to calculate the reflected part of the signal.
Figure 3 clearly shows that getting an improper reflectance in the absorbing chan-
nel will cause large uncertainties in the retrieved effective radius, but also in the optical
depth. The method of Kaufman and Nakajima (1993) also takes into account above-5

cloud water vapour absorption for calculation of 3.7 µm reflectance and is applied within
APOLLO_NG.

The simultaneous retrieval of cloud optical depth and effective radius (Nakajima and
King, 1990) is performed consecutively for each observation for potential liquid water
and ice phase clouds. The approach is to calculate optical depths with the respective10

equations of Coakley and Cox (1975) respective Stephens et al. (1984) from a set of
10 different reflectance values R1,sim in the red (non-absorbing) channel ranging from
0.05 to 0.95. For each of these 10 values for R1,sim the distance to the observation R1 is
determined. The weighting factor for each R1,sim is then calculated assuming a Gaus-
sian distribution around the observation R1 with a SD of 10 % and the first guess optical15

depth is then determined by weighting the optical depth values associated with each
reflectance value by the thus determined Gaussian weighting factor. Having obtained
first guess optical depth the same procedure is repeated for a set of 10 different effec-
tive radii and for the reflectance in the absorbing channel, yielding R3,sim. The Gaussian
distribution of the thus simulated reflectance around the observation R3 provides the20

weighting factors for the effective radius and the resulting effective radius (evaluated
for assumed liquid water and ice clouds separately) is again calculated by weighting
the input values with the weighting factors. Moreover the first guess optical depth is
once again corrected for the influence of the effective radius on the non-absorbing
reflectance (through the phase function and thus the backscattered fraction).25

Starting values for the effective radius are 2 µm through 20 µm in 2 µm steps for liquid
water clouds and 10 µm through 55 µm in 5 µm steps for ice clouds. Necessary single
scattering albedo and asymmetry parameter (see Coakley and Cox, 1975; Stephens
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et al., 1984) are determined with Mie calculations for liquid water clouds while for ice
clouds the optical properties of Baum et al. (2014) are used.

Within APOLLO_NG not only the mean values for optical depth and effective ra-
dius are calculated, but also the SD of the thus obtained probability distributions. This
methodology easily allows for estimating the uncertainty of the retrieved quantity. Con-5

sequently each retrieval is accompanied by an uncertainty estimate, which is a prereq-
uisite e.g. for data assimilation in numerical models.

4.2 Cloud top phase, cloud top temperature and cloud water path

During the previous step two values for cloud optical depth and effective radius have
been obtained: one for purely liquid phase clouds and one for ice clouds. Cloud phase10

discrimination yields the final value for optical depth and effective radius through rep-
resentative weighting following the probabilistic approach. Therefore the Gaussian dis-
tributions for the weighting factors of the simulated channel 3 reflectances (depending
on the selected effective radii) are used for evaluating the likelihood of liquid water re-
spective ice clouds. As the absorbing channel is sensitive to the cloud phase as well as15

to the effective radius, the R3,sim forward simulations are also very well suited for cloud
phase assessment. It is assumed that for both cloud phases not only the minimum dis-
tance, but also that the sum over all distance weighting factors should be small, given
that the cloud phase well represents the observed cloud. Consequently the first guess
of the liquid phase fraction is simply calculated as20

LPF1 =

∑
jφj (liquid)∑

jφj (liquid)+
∑
jφj (ice)

(10)

where φj denotes the weighting factor for the j th effective radius value for liquid water
or ice clouds respectively. If no cirrus cloud is detected, i.e. if the topmost cloud layer
is assumed to be opaque, the liquid phase fraction is once more updated with the like-
lihood of glaciated cloud droplet expressed as a function of temperature. It is assumed25
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that below the homogeneous freezing temperature of 233.15 K all droplets at cloud top
are frozen and that above the pure water freezing point of 273.15 K all cloud droplets
are liquid (Pavolonis and Heidinger, 2004). Thus applying Eq. (3) with these boundary
thresholds yields an updated liquid phase fraction of

LPF =
LPF1 ·

(
T5−233.16 K

40 K

)
(1−LPF1) ·

(
1− T5−233.16 K

40 K

)
+LPF1 ·

(
T5−233.16 K

40 K

) (11)5

for any observation with 233.15K ≤ T5 ≤ 273.15K. Moreover for T5 > 273.15 K LPF= 1
and for T5 < 233.15 K LPF= 0. Cloud optical depth and effective radius are then finally
determined by weighting the results for liquid clouds by LPF and those for ice clouds
by (1-LPF).

Once cloud optical depth, effective radius and liquid phase fraction are determined,10

cloud top temperature and cloud water path can be calculated. Cloud top tempera-
ture is estimated from channel 5 temperature T5 and cloud optical depth by inverting
the relationship between cloudy and clear radiance (Icld and Iclr, respectively) and the
channel 5 radiance I5. The corresponding equation (e.g. Guignard et al., 2012)

1−e−τ =
I5 − Iclr

Icld − Iclr
(12)15

then can easily be solved for Icld which then directly yields cloud top temperature
through inversion of the temperature–radiance relationship (Planck function in the case
of a narrow spectral band, polynomic fit in other cases). Iclr is approximated by the
background temperature value Tbg as determined for the IGT cloud probability. Infrared
optical depth τir is different from visible optical depth τvis for non-opaque clouds (e.g.20

Comstock et al., 2007; Baum et al., 2014). Here the approximation of Chang and Li
(2005) is used, which relates τir to τvis by

τir =
τvis

LPF ·2.13+ (1−LPF) ·2.56
(13)
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Cloud water path can be expressed as a function of optical depth and effective radius as
well as extinction efficiency Qe. For spherical liquid phase cloud droplets Qe = 2, while
for ice clouds the extinction efficiency is determined by effective radius (and the crystal
shape) and thus is determined from the weighting factors of the effective radius from
the optical properties database. Then liquid phase and ice phase extinction efficiencies5

are weighted according to the liquid phase fraction (the same is done for density ρ) and
the cloud water path is calculated as

CWP =
4 ·ρ · τvis · reff

3 ·Qe
(14)

Besides the liquid phase fraction (or ice phase fraction IPF= 1−LPF) also cloud top
phase is determined to facilitate the interpretation and application of APOLLO_NG10

results. It is widely controlled by LPF and CTT as well as PT45. Its values and corre-
sponding cloud types are summarised in Table 1.

As a starting point all observations having CTT> 273.15 K or LPF< 0.75 are iden-
tified as liquid water clouds. Correspondingly all clouds having CTT≤ 273.15 K and
LPF< 0.05 are initially set to opaque ice clouds. If CTT≤ 273.15 K and 0.05 ≤ LPF ≤15

0.75 the clouds are classified as supercooled liquid/mixed phase. In the case that PT45
indicates thin cloud, presence of cirrus is assumed if T5 > 233.15 (i.e. the cloud is not
opaque with cold-top such as deep convective clouds) and CTT< 253.15 K (i.e. the
cloud top is reasonably cold for cirrus). Given cirrus has been identified but the optical
depth is larger than 2 and more than one test (in that case the T45 test) indicates the20

presence of clouds (i.e. Hinf > 0) it is assumed that more than one cloud layer is present
and the overlap flag is set.

In the cloud detection scheme the cloud fraction of each pixel is approximated by the
cloud probability as a starting point. Thus observations with Pcld < 95 % are assumed
to be partially cloudy in the legacy of the original APOLLO. During the cloud property25

retrieval the first guess cloud fraction is used to estimate the fractional cloud cover
within a pixel by averaging the first guess cloud fraction of a surrounding 3×3 pixel
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box. It is thus assumed that near cloud edges the information carried by neighbouring
pixels translates into subpixel cloudiness (see e.g. Koren et al., 2008; Hirsch et al.,
2014 for discussions on the topic of cloud scales).

5 Example results from AVHRR

Figure 4 depicts the RGB composite and cloud mask in the traditional APOLLO quick-5

look style (Kriebel et al., 2003) for an overpass of NOAA-18 over Europe in HRPT (High
Resolution Picture Transmission) projection with 1 km spatial resolution received at the
receiving station of the German Aerospace Center (DLR) at Oberpfaffenhofen, South
Germany, for 15 July 2008. In the cloud mask image fully cloudy pixels are white, par-
tially cloudy pixels grey, sunglint is yellow, cloud free water is blue and cloud free land10

brown (see Kriebel et al., 2003). Both images have been produced with APOLLO_NG
strictly following the tradition of APOLLO. The cloud mask derived from APOLLO_NG
and depicted in Fig. 4 includes all pixels with cloud probability larger than zero.

Figure 5 shows an example of APOLLO_NG cloud probability Pcld and the corre-
sponding cloud detection information content Hinf for the AVHRR scene on 15 July 200815

in isotropic Mercator projection with 1/30◦ grid resolution. Clouds have been detected
over wide parts of Central and North Europe with high confidence. The information
content on the other hand shows, that not in all cases with high cloud probability all
cloud tests agree as the variability in Hinf is much higher than the variability in Pcld. Hinf
moreover expresses the physical nature of the APOLLO_NG tests, as some (like the20

spatial coherence or the R21 reflectance ratio test) are useful only under specific cloud
conditions. Thus it is not surprising that the information content is highest for cumu-
lus and stratocumulus cloud fields with high spatial variability (e.g. northwest of Great
Britain and over Central Europe) and not as high for the cyclonic deep convection in
the vicinity of Iceland. In the latter case ice-topped cold clouds with rather high spatial25

homogeneity prevail, reducing the suitability of the SCT, R21 and T45 tests.
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For the retrieval of cloud products a minimum cloud probability of 25 % has been
used without any constraint on Hinf. Thus the resulting cloud mask is a bit more on the
clear conservative side than on the cloud conservative side.

Figure 6 shows the resulting cloud optical depth and effective radius for the same
AVHRR scene together with their associated uncertainties. It is evident that the relative5

uncertainty for cloud optical depth increases with optical depth, especially in cold top
(ice) clouds, as can easily be understood from the reduced sensitivity of R1 to optical
depth for high τvis (Fig. 3) in the case of ice cloud top phase. Moreover high relative
uncertainties arise from very low optical depths. Pure ice phase clouds can easily be
detected in Fig. 6 by large effective radii (i.e. Reff > 40µm). While the retrieved effective10

radius is very sensitive to the ice and liquid water fractions derived during the retrieval,
Fig. 6 also nicely shows this sensitivity by the presence of effective radii between 20
and 30 µm. Also for cloud top effective radius the highest uncertainties are observed
for high effective radii, i.e. for ice clouds, or in cases of low cloud optical depth.

6 Discussion15

The examples presented above showcase the possibility of using the original APOLLO
cloud detection metrics and physical parameterizations in a probabilistic manner to
increase the information gained from AVHRR observations (or any other satellite ob-
servations providing the typical AVHRR heritage channels). With the probabilistic ap-
proach the desired degree of conservativeness in the cloud detection can be tuned20

from clear confident to cloud confident by selecting an appropriate minimum cloud
probability for identifying cloud contaminated pixels. In applications of cloud property
remote sensing the minimum probability will be set rather high while in cloud masking
applications for clear sky remote sensing purposes such as for example aerosol re-
trieval the minimum probability will be selected rater low. Each evaluation of the cloud25

mask must thus take into account the purpose of the products as well as the selection
of minimum probability. In Fig. 4 it has been shown that cloud probability alone will
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result in a valuable cloud mask, but the quality of the cloud detection can furthermore
been assessed by the interpretation of the Shannon information content Hinf provided
along with Pcld. The more cloud tests detect potential cloud contamination and thus the
higher Hinf, the more confidence one can have in the retrieved cloud probability (even
if it is a low probability).5

Using the Stephens et al. (1984) extension of the original cloud property parameteri-
zation scheme allows one to simultaneously retrieving cloud effective radius alongside
with optical depth from a two-channel approach like the often-used method of Nakajima
and King (1990). This is a major update compared to the original APOLLO scheme,
where cloud effective radius was assumed to be constant at 10 µm (e.g. Klüser and10

Holzer-Popp, 2010). Also the physical cloud products are determined in a probabilistic
approach using the distances of online simulations to the observations as a first guess
for the probability distribution of cloud properties. In order to be able to perform the
simulations online, the two stream approximation already implemented in the original
APOLLO is also used in APOLLO_NG, extended by the formulation of the two stream15

equations for absorbing channels (Coakley and Cox, 1975). We are fully aware that
using a two stream approximation will reduce the precision of the reflectance simula-
tions. Nevertheless the advantage of performing the simulations online and thus not
being dependent on storing large lookup tables for any angle combination clearly out-
weighs the loss of precision for the purpose of APOLLO_NG. Moreover, simulating the20

3.7 µm reflectance would require very good knowledge about the cloud top tempera-
ture a priori. This knowledge typically is not available. Consequently the uncertainties
brought about by the estimation of the thermally emitted part of the 3.7 µm band radi-
ance would again result in large errors which would remove all advantages from the
precise radiative transfer modelling. This would not be a large problem for sensors25

such as SEVIRI or VIIRS which also have absorbing channels at 1.6 or 2.2 µm, but
for the AVHRR with the 3.7 µm channel the uncertainties introduced by the use of the
two stream approximation are expected to not being larger than those of the other es-
timations and assumptions. Also, given the rather broad channel response functions
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of the AVHRR instruments, the uncertainties of the two stream approximation might
be acceptable compared to their influence for instruments with finer resolution, where
specific features such as water vapour or ozone absorption bands become much more
prominent in the radiance observations as they do not “average out” in the integral over
the broad spectral response function.5

Online simulations together with the probabilistic approach of retrieving cloud proper-
ties have the great advantage that uncertainty assessment is an intrinsic by-product of
each retrieved variable. Consequently the uncertainty of each observation (i.e. pixel) is
estimated from the observations itself. Figure 6 clearly shows the value of such method.
Depending on the purpose of the use of APOLLO_NG results these uncertainties also10

can be used to confine the applications to observations with high confidence only. This
will be especially useful in the application of APOLLO_NG in high resolution case stud-
ies (e.g. Klüser et al., 2008) or in the field of aerosol-cloud-interaction research (Klüser
et al., 2008; Klüser and Holzer-Popp, 2010).

In this study the methodology of the probabilistic APOLLO_NG scheme has been15

outlined and the specific approaches have been motivated from well-known physical
principles and standard methodologies of cloud remote sensing. Cloud detection and
cloud property evaluation is currently performed for APOLLO_NG by different means
and for a range of sensors. Cloud detection will first be cross compared with cloud
detection results of the original APOLLO scheme, which has already been evaluated20

with SYNOP data for AVHRR and for Europe (Kriebel et al., 2003; Meerkötter et al.,
2004). This cross-comparison will be performed for AVHRR, AATSR and SEVIRI. More-
over APOLLO_NG will be run with MODIS (MODerate resolution Imaging Spectro-
radiometer) and VIIRS observations and will be compared with cloud mask results from
the MODIS/VIIRS cloud detection. In order to evaluate the cloud property retrievals,25

the APOLLO_NG results will also be compared to results of the MODIS/VIIRS cloud
retrievals. Using external data as a reference also allows performing sensitivity stud-
ies, especially in terms of relationships between minimum cloud probability and false
alarm rate respective cloud detection rate. Moreover the availability of a wide range of
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channels including such centered at 1.4, 1.6, 2.3 and 3.7 µm provides the possibility to
assess the sensitivity of the retrieved cloud properties to the selection of the absorb-
ing channels and thus to estimate the external uncertainties and potential biases for
sensors having only one of the useful channels (like AVHRR).

7 Summary and outlook5

The well-known cloud retrieval scheme APOLLO has been revised and a couple of ma-
jor updates have been implemented. By building on the classical principles for cloud
detection and cloud property retrieval, these have been interpreted in a probabilis-
tic way in the APOLLO_NextGeneration cloud retrieval scheme. This study explained
the physical and mathematical principles and approaches used in the formulation of10

the APOLLO_NG scheme and shows example results with AVHRR. One of the major
achievements of the APOLLO_NG scheme is to harmonise the legacy of the APOLLO
method for all satellite sensors maintaining the so-called AVHRR heritage channels. So
far each sensor had its own APOLLO adaptation (see Kriebel et al., 2003; Holzer-Popp
et al., 2008; Klüser and Holzer-Popp, 2010), i.e. a harmonization effort was strongly15

required for future applications and extended evaluation of cloud products and derived
information. As the APOLLO_NG makes use of a probabilistic approach to cloud de-
tection, it thus addresses the need of variable cloud detection conservativeness in
a broad range of applications (e.g. Holzer-Popp et al., 2013). Traceability of the origins
of the reported cloud probability as well as flexible cloud detection thresholds together20

with a propagation of information allows for a strongly improved characterization of
the observed conditions compared to prior versions of APOLLO. New additional in-
terpretations of the cloud detection results such as the Shannon information content
of the probabilistic cloud detection moreover feed into the potential to define cloud
masks which truly address the purpose of the application. Introducing the retrieval of25

cloud droplet (and ice crystal) effective radius into the scheme makes APOLLO_NG
also a suitable candidate e.g. for aerosol-cloud-interactions research (see Klüser and
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Holzer-Popp, 2010) as well as climate studies taking into account droplet size (as well
as cloud top phase, which is derived alongside).

APOLLO_NG facilitates the possibility to continue and expand the use of APOLLO
in a wide range of applications (e.g. Gesell, 1989; Meerkötter et al., 2004; Holzer-Popp
et al., 2008; Klüser and Holzer-Popp, 2010; Schroedter-Homscheidt, 2013). All these5

applications require a well understood quality (in the meaning of uncertainty and accu-
racy) as well as clearly documented sensitivities of the APOLLO_NG cloud products.
Consequently a subsequent APOLLO_NG evaluation study will use MODIS and VIIRS
data to derive the sensitivity to absorbing channel selection between 1.3 and 3.7 µm
as well as to cross-compare the cloud property results with the MODIS/VIIRS cloud10

products at given sensor resolution and geometry.

The article processing charges for this open-access publication were covered
by a Research Centre of the Helmholtz Association.
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Table 1. Cloud top phase values and corresponding cloud types.

cloud phase corresponding cloud type

1 liquid water cloud
2 supercooled liquid water or mixed phase cloud
3 opaque ice cloud
4 thin cirrus
5 overlap/multilayer clouds (includes also thin clouds over snow)
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Figure 1. The linear approach of different confidence levels and thresholds used for the cloud
probability estimation from an observation of variable x.
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the APOLLO_NG cloud detection and cloud property retrieval scheme.
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Figure 3. Reflectance of liquid water (left) and ice (right) clouds at the absorbing vs. the nonab-
sorbing channel for the absorbing channel being centered at 1.6 µm (top) and 3.7 µm (bottom).
Cloud reflectance is simulated with the two stream scheme of Coakley and Chylek (1975) for
a sun zenith ange or 10◦ and for various optical depths and effective radii (see text for details).
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Figure 4. RGB composite and cloud mask in the traditional APOLLO quicklook style (Kriebel
et al., 2003; see also text for colour description) from AVHRR on NOAA-18 for 15 July 2008 in
orbit projection.
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Figure 5. Cloud probability (left) and cloud detection information content (right) from AVHRR
on NOAA-18 for 15 July 2008.
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Figure 6. Cloud optical depth (top row) and effective radius (bottom row) retrieval results (left)
and associated uncertainties (right) for the same data as in Fig. 4.
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